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NUMERICAL LIST

The prefixes "CDTRAX", “G2CD”, “CDGMP” & “CUL” all refer to Compact Discs.
Cassettes are now deleted from the Greentrax Catalogue.
‘D’ after Cat. No. indicates ‘Double’ CD price (Note some double CDs are priced as single CDs),
Videos: TRAXV - DVD’s: DVTRAX
Bar Codes are as shown.

Deleted albums are shown as DELETED and no longer available, except some by download.
We have recently been able to supply some deleted items on Special Order by Mail Order ONLY direct from Greentrax.

Where albums have been re-released in new format or new Series this is also shown.
All Greentrax albums are available as downloads on all the major download sites. Licensed albums may not all be available as downloads or perhaps as album only downloads.

A more detailed and full colour catalogue is available on our website and can be viewed and downloaded on: www.greentrax.com/music/catalogue

GREENTRAX LABEL RELEASES:

CDTRAX002 – The McCalmans – “Peace and Plenty” - NOW CDGMP 8009
CTRAX003 - Iain MacDonald – “Beneath Still Waters” – DELETED
CTRAX004 – Rod Paterson “Two Hats” – NOW ON CDTRAX 197
CTRAX005 - Jean Redpath – “Burns – Vol. 6” – NOW ON CDTRAX 116
CTRAX007 – Jean Redpath – “Burns - Vol. 4” – NOW ON CDTRAX 115
CTRAX008 – Jean Redpath – “Burns – Vol. 5” – NOW ON CDTRAX 116
CDTRAX009 – Catherine-Ann MacPhee - "Canan Nan Gaidheal" - 5 018081 000920 - Gaelic singing of the highest calibre.
CTRAX011– Janet Russell & Christine Kydd - Same Title – DELETED.
CDTRAX012 Adam McNaughtan “The Glassgow That I Used To…”- NOW ON CDTRAX 195D
CTRAX013 – Adam McNaughtan – “Words, Words, Words” – NOW ON CDTRAX 195D
CDTRAX014 – Iain MacKintosh - "Gentle Persuasion" - 5 018081 001422 - DELETED
CTRAX015 – “Sandy Bell’s Ceilidh” – Various – NOW ON CDGMP 8010
CTRAX016 – Rod Paterson – “Smiling Waved Goodbye” – NOW ON CDTRAX 197
CTRAX017 – Jean Redpath MBE – “Burns – Vol. 1” – NOW ON CDTRAX 114
From the 60's and 70's

Folk duo


CDTRAX022 – Lindsay Porteous - "Portrait of a Scottish Jew's-Harp Player". ‘A gem’. 5 018081 002221 - DELETED.

CDTRAX023 – The McCalmans – "Ancestral Manoeuvres" – DELETED
CDTRAX024 – Heritage – “Fife and A’ The Lands About It” – DELETED
CDTRAX025 – iain MacDonald – “This Land Once Was Free” - DELETED

CDTRAX026 – Aly Bain and Friends - 5 018081 002627 - From popular T.V. Series. Currently the biggest seller on the label. Many fine guests, including Capercaillie, Boys of The Lough, Willie Hunter, Hamish Moore, play and sing with Aly & Phil Cunningham.

CDTRAX028 – Eric Bogle – “Eric Bogle Songbook" - DELETED.

CDTRAX030 - Various - "The Music & Song of Scotland". - 5 018081 003020 - Superb compilation.

CDTRAX031 – Lucy Stewart – “Traditional Singer From Aberdeenshire" – DELETED
CDTRAX032 – Jean Redpath – “A Fine Song For Singing” – DELETED

CDTRAX033 – “Revival in Britain” – DELETED
CDTRAX034 – Stramash – “McGinn of The Calton” – DELETED
CDTRAX035 – “The Very Best of Bill Barclay” - NOW ON CDGMP 8011

CDTRAX037- Craig McCallum Scottish Dance Band - "In A Different Light" – 5 018081 003723 - One of the best young Scottish dance bands.
CDTRAX038 – Catherine-Ann MacPhee - "Chi Mi'n Geamhradh" - 5 018081 003822 - Gaelic song by this wonderful singer from Barra.

CDTRAX039 – Jean Redpath – “Leaving The Land” – DELETED

CDTRAX041 – “The Scottish Orchestra of New Music – DELETED
CDTRAX 042 – Elfrieda Scott – “Burns Songs in Gaelic” - DELETED
CDTRAX043 - IAIN MacKINTOSH - "Risks & Roses". - 5 018081 004324 - DELETED.
CDTRAX044 – Arthur Scott-Robertson – “Music in The Scottish Idiom" - DELETED
CDTRAX045 - THE McCALMANS - "Songs From Scotland". - 5 018081 004522 - DELETED

(Available on Special Offer by Mail Order).

CDTRAX046 – The McCalmans – “Ettrick Shepherd" - DELETED
CDTRAX047- Brian McNeill - "Back o' The North Wind". - 5 018081 004720 - Songs & tunes of Scots in U.S.A. by the ex-Battlefield Band anchorman.
CDTRAX048 - Ceolbeg - "Seeds To The Wind". - 5 018081 004829 - Modern folk music - songs & instrumentals played in a very exciting style.
CDTRAX050 – JUDY SMALL – “The Best of” – DELETED
CDTRAX 052 – Niamh Parsons – “Loosely Connected” – DELETED
CDTRAX053 – Ceolbeg – “Not The Bunny Hop" - DELETED

CDTRAX054 – Heather Heywood - "By Yon Castle Wa". - 5 018081 005420 - DELETED
CDTRAX055 – Paul Herron - "Different Worlds". - 5 018081 005529 - DELETED
CDTRAX056 – Blackeyed Biddy - “Peace, Enjoyment, Love & Pleasure". - 5 018081 005628 - Folk duo - songs and instrumentals. DELETED

CDTRAX057 – Rankin File - "For The Record". - 5 018081 005727 - Contemporary group from the 60's and 70's - compilation from their two albums.
CDTRAX058 - Ceolbeg - "An Unfair Dance". - 5 018081 005826 - Very exciting band. Not for Germany, Austria or Switzerland. DELETED
CDTRAX059 - Wendy Stewart - "About Time". - 5 018081 005925 - Scottish harp.
CDTRAX060 - “Scotland Now” - Various - DELETED
CDTRAX061 - Rua - "Homeland - The Collection". - 5 018081 006120 – DELETED.
CDTRAX062 – Brian McNeill – “Monksgate” - DELETED
CDTRAX063 - Hamish Moore and Dick Lee - "Farewell to Decorum" – DELETED.
(Available on Special Order by Mail Order)
CDTRAX064 - The Scottish Gas Pipe Band - "Out of The Blue". - 5 018081 006427 - Scottish pipe band and ceilidh music (Now The City of Edinburgh Pipe Band)
CDTRAX065 - Sangsters - "Begin". - 5 018081 006526 - Close harmony group.
CDTRAX066 - Stephen Quigg: "Voice of My Island". - 5 018081 006625 - DELETED
CDTRAX067 - The McCalmans - "Honest Poverty". - 5 018081 006724 - DELETED
(Available by Special Mail Order Only)
CDTRAX068 – Eric Bogle – “Mirrors” – (Available on Special Order by Mail Order)
CDTRAX069 – Ian Rankin – "Out Of Nowhere". - 5 018081 006922 - Songwriter.
CDTRAX070 – Catherine-Ann MacPhee - "Sings Mairi Mhor". - 5 018081 007028 - Songs of the great Skye bard - from the film of the same title. MacPhee is regarded by many as the best Gaelic singer in Scotland today!
CDTRAX071 – Rua – “The Rua Collection” - DELETED
CDTRAX073 – Hamish Moore - "Stepping on The Bridge". - 5 018081 007325 - Exciting music of Cape Breton & Scotland played on Scottish pipes etc.
CDTRAX074 - Stravaig - "Movin' On". - 5 018081 007424 - Acapella, all-women trad.
CDTRAX075 – Gordon Duncan - "Just For Seumas". - 5 018081 007523 - Brilliant piping.
CDTRAX076 - Shooglenifty - "Venus in Tweeds". - 5 018081 007622 - Wild ceilidh type music but all acoustic. Winners of "B.B.C. Radio Scotland's Album of The Year - 1994".
CDTRAX077 – Janet Russell & Christine Kydd - "Dancin' Chantin"" - DELETED
CDTRAX078 – Alastair McDonald _ - “Velvet & Steel” – DELETED
CDTRAX079 - Smalltalk - Billy Ross, Iain MacInnes & Stuart Morrison. - 5 018081 007929 - Very talented trio - Scottish song and music on pipes, fiddle and guitar.
CDTRAX080 – Dougie Pincock - "Something Blew". - 5 018081 008025 – DELETED
CDTRAX081 – Gill Bowman - "Perfect Lover". - 5 018081 008124 - Trad. & own songs - well sung. An album with a very contemporary feel to it.
CDTRAX082D – Eric Bogle - ‘I Wrote This Wee Song’ – DELETED (Available on Special Order by Mail Order)
CDTRAX083 - Jim Malcolm - "Sconeward". - 5 018081 008322 - DELETED.
CDTRAX084 - Drumbuie Kirkliston Pipe Band- "A Link With The '45". - 5 018081 008421 - Pipe tunes all associated in some way with the '45 Rebellion (250th Anniv. in 1995).
CDTRAX085 – Gill Bowman - "Toasting The lassies". - 5 018081 008520 - Burns songs from the woman's perspective, in Gill's delightful way.
CDTRAX086 – The McCalmans “In Harmony” (Anniversary Compilation) - DELETED
CDTRAX087 – Highland Connection - "Gaining Ground". - 5 018081 008728 - Vocals &
CDTRAX088 - Thulbion - "Twilight Bound". - 5 018081 008827 – DELETED
CDTRAX089 – Ed Miller “At Home With The Exiles” - DELETED
CDTRAX091 - Donald Black - "Westwinds - Scottish Mouthorgan Music". - 5 018081 009121- A collection of especially good tunes with mouthorgan and other guest musicians.
CDTRAX092 - Mairi MacInnes - "This Feeling Inside". - 5 018081 009220 - Lovely mixture of Gaelic and other songs with sensitive backing.
CDTRAX093 - Burach - "The Weird Set". - 5 018081 009329 - DELETED.
An album
CDTRAX121
Jeely Piece Song, "Yellow on the Broom"
album from the man who gave us such songs as "The Glasgow That I Used to Know", "The
songs. Some tracks accompanied by fiddle and guitar.

CDTRAX107 – The McCalmans – "Festival Lights" – (Available on Special Order by Mail
Order)
CDTRAX108 – Brian McNeill - "No Gods". - 5 018081 009824- A new album from this
dynamic singer/songwriter/musician. Not to Germany, Austria or Switzerland.
CDTRAX109 – Bannal – "WAULKING SONGS" – 5 018081 009923. Glasgow based Gaelic
‘waulking’ group, perform the songs in an authentic style. DELETED.
CDTRAX110 - Cielbog - "Five". - 5 018081 010028 - DELETED
CDTRAX111 – Iain MacKintosh and Brian McNeill "Stage By Stage". - 5 018081 010127 -
They play numerous instruments & share the vocals. A cracker. DELETED

CDTRAX112 – Seelyhoo – "The First Caul" - DELETED
CDTRAX113 - Rua - "Ao-Tea-Roa". - 5 018081 010325. New Zealand folk group.
CDTRAX114 – Deaf Shepherd - "Ae Spark o Nature's Fire". - 5 018081 010424- Finalists in
1995 Scottish Folk Group Competition. Pipes, whistles, fiddle, bouzouki, guitar, bodhran.
CDTRAX115 – Willie Hunter & Violet Tulloch - "Leaving Lerwick Harbour". - 5 018081 010523
- Master fiddler, Shetland style.

CDTRAX116 - Shooglenifty - "A Whisky Kiss". - 5 018081 010622 - 2nd album from this
incredibly popular folk band.

CDTRAX117 – The Occasionals - "Back In Step" - "The Complete Scottish Ceilidh Dance -
Volume 2". - 5 018081 010721. DELETED

CDTRAX118 – Kevin Mitchell - "I Sang That Sweet Refrain". - 5 018081 010820 - Glasgow
based Irish singer with one previous album on Topic. Wonderful interpreter of traditional
songs. Some tracks accompanied by fiddle and guitar.

CDTRAX119 – Dick Gaughan - "Sail On". - 5 018081 010929 - The great Gaughan joins
Greentrax!!!! First solo album for years and it is stunning. This is a big seller.

CDTRAX120 – Seelyhoo - "Ao-Tea-Roa". - 5 018081 010325 - New Zealand folk group.
CDTRAX121 – Deaf Shepherd - "Ae Spark o Nature's Fire". - 5 018081 010424 - Finalists in
1995 Scottish Folk Group Competition. Pipes, whistles, fiddle, bouzouki, guitar, bodhran.

CDTRAX122 – "A" Jock Tamson’s Bairns - 5 018081 011223 - One of the most influential
Scottish folk bands from the 80's. Two album compilation for price of 1.

CDTRAX123 – Mac-Umba - "Don't Hold Your Breath". - 5 018081 011322 - Scottish pipes and
tunes with South American drumming styles, plus 4 songs. Unusual but exciting.

CDTRAX124 – jean Redpath - "The Songs of Robert Burns - Vols. 1 & 2". - 5 018081 011421
- U.K. and Europe Only.

CDTRAX125 – Jean Redpath - "The Songs of Robert Burns - Vols. 3 & 4". - 5 018081 011520
- Ditto.

CDTRAX126 – jean Redpath - "The Songs of Robert Burns - Vols. 5 & 6". - 5 018081 011629
- All arranged Serge Hovey. First time on C.D. Each album at single C.D. price.
This series only available from Greentrax within the U.K. & Eire only.

CDTRAX127 – Rod Paterson - "Songs From The Bottom Drawer" - 5 018081 011728 - Rod
Paterson sings Burns.

CDTRAX129 – Isla St Clair - "Scenes of Scotland". - 5 018081 011926 – DELETED
(Available on Special Order by Mail Order).

CDTRAX130 – Adam McNaughton - "Last Stand at Mount Florida" - 5 018081 012022 - A new
album from the man who gave us such songs as "The Glasgow That I Used to Know", "The
Jeely Piece Song", "Yellow on the Broom" etc. etc.

An album with a Scottish theme. Recorded in Australia & Scotland.
CDTRAX123 - Gordeanna McCulloch - "In Freenship's Name" - 5 018081 012329. One of Scotland's finest traditional voices.
CDTRAX125 - "Young Pipers of Scotland" - VARIOUS.
5 018081 012527. Showcases 4 of Scotland best young pipers.
CDTRAX126 - Wendy Stewart - "About Time 2" - 5 018081 012626. Wendy is Ceolbeg's harpist. This is her second solo album.
CDTRAX127 - Ossian - "The Carrying Stream" - 5 018081 012725. DELETED
CDTRAX128 - "2nd Grand Concert of Pip[ing]" - St. Laurence O'Toole Quartet (Ireland); Patrick Molard (Brittany); John MacLean (Cape Breton); Malcolm Robertson (Scotland); Orlando Mascia & Franco Melis (Sardinia). 5 018081 012824. Piping of differing styles and on a variety of pipes. 'Live' concert.
CDTRAX129 - Fergie MacDonald - "The 21st Album - Traditional Ceilidh Music". 5 018081 012923. Ceilidh band music which sets the feet tapping. A big sound!
CDTRAX130 - Eric Bogle - "Small Miracles" - 5 018081 013029. DELETED (Available on Special Order by Mail Order)
CDTRAX131 - Eilidh Shaw - "Heepirumbo" - DELETED.
CDTRAX132 - Margaret Stewart and Allan MacDonald - "Fhuair Mi Pog" - 5 018081 013227. Gaelic song with pipes etc. A real joy!
CDTRAX133 - Tartan Amoebas - Same Title - 5 018081 013326. DELETED.
CDTRAX134 - Robin Williamson - "Celtic Harp - Airs and Dance Tunes" - DELETED
CDTRAX135 - Brendan Power - "The Music of River Dance" - DELETED
CDTRAX136 - Burach - "Born Tired" - 5 018081 013623 - DELETED
CDTRAX137 - Robin Laing - "The Angels' Share". A celebration of Scotch whisky. (Songs are associated with whisky). 5 018081 013722.
CDTRAX138 - The McCalmans - "High Ground" - 5 018081 013821 - DELETED - (Available on Special Offer by Mail Order)
CDTRAX139 - Brenda Stubbert - "In Jig Time" - 5 018081 013920. One of the finest exponents of the Cape Breton fiddle style. (Not for North America).
CDTRAX140 - Natalie MacMaster - "The Compilation" - 5 018081014026. From the first two cassette only albums of Cape Breton's brilliant young star. (U.K. & Europe).
CDTRAX141 - Natalie MacMaster - "Fit as a Fiddle" - 5 018081 014125. DELETED
CDTRAX142 - Natalie MacMaster - "No Boundaries" - 5 018081 014224. DELETED
CDTRAX143 - Deaf Shepherd - "Synergy" - 5 018081 014323. 2nd Greentrax album from this exciting and lively young folk band. A winner!
CDTRAX144 - Willie Hunter & Violet Tulloch - "The Willie Hunter Sessions" - 5 018081 014422. 18 tracks of the legendary Shetland fiddler, accompanied by Violet Tulloch (piano).
CDTRAX145 - Isla St Clair - "Tatties & Herrin' - The Land" - 5 018081 014521. DELETED
CDTRAX146 - Isla St Clair- "Tatties & Herrin' - The Sea" - 5 018081 014620 - DELETED
CDTRAX147 - Eric Bogle - "Plain & Simple" - 5 018081 014729. DELETED
CDTRAX148 - Jennifer & Hazel Wrigley - "Huldreland" - 5 018081 014828. DELETED
CDTRAX149 Alex Francis Mackay - "A Lifelong Home" - 5 018081 014927. From Cape Breton Island, Not for North America.
CDTRAX150 - Jim Malcolm - "Rohallion" - 5 018081 015023. DELETED
CDTRAX151 - Tony McManus - "Pourquois Quebec" - 5 018081 015122. Accompanied by Alain Genty (fretless bass) and Denis Frechet (piano), Tony has recorded another classic guitar album. Highly recommended.
CDTRAX152 - Ian Hardy & Andy Thorburn - "The Spider's Web" - 5 018081 015221. Thirteen tracks of new tunes played by Ian on fiddle and Andy on piano.
CDTRAX154 - "Scottish Fiddle Rally Concert Highlights HIGHLIGHTS – Scottish and Cape Breton Fiddling)" - Incl. Aly Bain, Alasdair Fraser, Jerry Holland, Buddy MacMaster & Natalie MacMaster - 5 018081 015429. 17 tracks - 75 mins.

CDTRAX155 – Rob McKillip - “Flowers of the Forest” - 5 018081 015528. DELETED

CDTRAX156 – Ian Bruce - “Hodden Grey”. Scottish singer. DELETED


CDTRAX159 – The Whistlebinkies - “Timber, Timbre” - 5 018081 015924. One of Scotland’s premier folk groups, playing clarsach, flute, fiddles, pipes, percussion etc.

CDTRAX160 Seelyhoo – “Leetera” - DELETED

CDTRAX161 – Mac Umba - “Bruhuhaquo” - 5 018081 016129. Brazilian rhythms with Scottish melodies, creating a very exciting sound.


CDTRAX163 – Natalie MacMaster - “My Roots Are Showing” - 5 018081 016327. DELETED

CDTRAX164 – Ed Miller - “The Edinburgh Rambler” - 5 018081 016426. DELETED.

CDTRAX165 – Jimmy Crowley - “Uncorked”. 5 018081 016525. DELETED


CDTRAX167 – Fiddlers’ Bid - “Hamnataing” - 5 018081 016747. Shetland’s youngest export, firmly rooted in the Shetland tradition but with a fresh approach.


CDTRAX169 – Sandy Brechin & Band - “Out of His Tree” - 5 018081 016921. DELETED

CDTRAX170 – Brian McNeill - “To Answer The Peacock” - “Music For The Scottish Fiddle” - 5 018081 017027. A long-overdue fiddle album from this multi-talented musician. Not for Germany, Austria, Switzerland and The Benelux.

CDTRAX171 – Jimmy Young - (Featuring Iain MacDonald & Iain MacInnes) “PIPEWORKS” - 5 018081 017126. Rua anchorman goes ‘solo’ with a host of guests.

CDTRAX172 – “Gaelic Women” - “Ar Canan ‘S Ar Ceol” - Various. 5 018081 017225. The best of Gaelic song & singers.

CDTRAX173 – Aileen Carr - “Green Yarrow” - 5 018081 017324. Excellent, powerful singing voice. Collection of mainly traditional songs & good backing.


CDTRAX175 - Cantychiels - Same Title - 5 018081 017522. A new Band to the Scottish music scene with a wealth of talent individual experience. A Band to be reckoned with!!!


CDTRAX177 – The John Wright Band - “Pages Turning” - 5 018081 017725. The strong, expressive voice of John Wright fronts this very popular Band. Not for German, Austria, Switzerland and The Benelux.

CDTRAX178 – Kevin MacLeod with Alec Finn & Frankie Gavin of De Danann - “Springwell”. 5 018081 017829. Kevin is a very talented multi-instrumentalist.

CDTRAX179 – Rod Paul - “Birlinn” - Ex-Iron Horse member Rod Paul, assembles some fine musicians for this very contemporary ‘folk’ album. 5 018081 017928

CDTRAX180 – Natalie MacMaster - “In My Hands” - 5 018081 018024. DELETED


CDTRAX182 – Iain MacIntosh - “Tryst” - 5 018081 018222. Regarded as an authority on piping, Iain presents BBC Radio Scotland’s “Pipeline” and is himself a piping talent.
CDTRAX183 – Jennifer and Hazel Wrigley - “Mither O’ The Sea” - 5 018081 018345. **DELETED**
CDTRAX184 – The Occasionals - “Live” - 5 018081 018420. **DELETED**
CDTRAX185 – Robin Laing - “Imaginary Lines” - 5 018081 018529.
CDTRAX186 – The Cullivoe Band With Willie Hunter - “Willie’s Last Session” 5 018081 018628.
CDTRAX187 - “The Captain’s Collection” - 5 018081 018727. **DELETED**
CDTRAX188 – Ceolbeg - “Cairn Water” - 5 018081 018826. A rich mixture of tunes and songs from one of Scotland’s premier bands - harp and pipe driven.
CDTRAX189 - Burach - “Deeper” - 5 018081 018925. **DELETED**.
CDTRAX190 - Malinky - “Last Leaves” - 5 018081 019021. Winners of the ‘Danny Kyle Award’ at Celtic Connections 1999, this fine debut album will win many friends. **DELETED**
(Available on Special Order by Mail Order)
CDTRAX191 – Roddy Campbell – “’Late Cull”” - **DELETED**
CDTRAX194 – John Wright - “A Few Short Lines” - 5 018081 019427. The front man and singer of the very successful John Wright Band goes solo. Mainly traditional songs.
CDTRAX196 – Eric Bogle - “Endangered Species” - 5 018081 019625. **DELETED** (Available on Special Order by Mail Order)
CDTRAX197 – Rod Paterson - “Up To Date” - 5 018081 019724. Rod’s first two solo albums (less two tracks) compiled on to one CD - a bargain at 76 minutes.
CDTRAX198 – Billy Ross - “Shore Street” - 5 018081 019823. Member of the widely travelled band Ossian and one of the most respected singers in Scotland.
CDTRAX199 – Mac Alias – “Highwired”. **DELETED**.
CDTRAX200 - “World Masters of Piping” - Various - All competition winners.
CDTRAX202 – Hamish Moore and Dick Lee - ”The Bees Knees” - 5 018081 020225. The ground-breaking “fusion of folk and jazz” album.
CDTRAX204 – Gordon Gunn Band - ”Shoreside” - 5 018081 020423. Fiddle, guitar, piano & percussion. Gordon Gunn has a quite amazing fiddle style.
CDTRAX205 – The Easy Club – Same Title – 5 018081 020522.. **DELETED** (Available on Special Order by Mail Order)
CDTRAX207 - Sangsters - ”Sharp & Sweet” - 5 018081 020720. **DELETED** -(Available on Special Order by Mail Order).
CDTRAX208 – Jean Redpath M.B.E. - ”Summer of My Dreams” - 5 018081 020829. As distinctive a singing voice as any in the world of folk music. Not for North America.
CDTRAX209 – Mairi MacInnes – “Orosay” – 5 018081 020928. One of the highest profile Gaelic singers, with a new album which reflects her South Uist background.
CDTRAX210 – Eric Bogle – “By Request” – 5 018081 021024. 15 of Eric’s most popular songs on one album. Not for Australia or NZ.
CDTRAX211 – Mairii MacInnes – “Ticketyboo”. Children's songs. **DELETED**
Sheena Wellington – “HAMELY FARE” – 5 018081 023226. First album with new lineup following the sad death of Derek Moffat. **DELETED** *(Available by Special Order by Mail Order)*.

CDTRAX233 – MALINKY – “3 Ravens” – 5 018081 023325. **DELETED** *(Available on Special Order by Mail Order)*.


CDTRAX235 – RODDY MACDONALD – “GOOD DRYING” – 5 018081 023523. Roddy’s own tunes played in a very contemporary and exciting style.


CDTRAX237 – ERIC BOGLE – “THE COLOUR OF DREAMS” – 5 018081 023721. **DELETED** *(Available on Special Order by Mail Order)*.


CDTRAX239 – KEVIN MacLEOD & ALEC FINN – “FROM POLBAIN TO ORANMORE” – 5 018081 023929. **DELETED**

CDTRAX241 – GORDON DUNCAN – “THUNDERSTRUCK” – 5 018081 024124. One of Scotland’s most innovative pipers and arguably one of the best. Stunning piping.

CDTRAX242 – WENDY STEWART – “STANDING WAVE” – 5 018081 024223. A key member of Ceolbeg but an outstanding artist in her own right and leading Scottish harper.


CDTRAX244 – HAMISH HENDERSON TRIBUTE ALBUM – “A’ THE Bairns O’ Adam” – 5 018081 024421. Various artists combine for this tribute to late, great Hamish Henderson.

CDTRAX245 – GIVEAWAY – “FULL STEAM AHEAD” – 5 018081 024520. Four sisters of 17, 15 and twins 13 years who are exceptionally talented winners of two prestigious awards.


CDTRAX250 – NORTH CREGG “SUMMER AT MY FEET” – 5 018081 025022. Irish band with an enviable reputation for exhilarating live performances.


CDTRAX252 – ROYAL SCOTTISH PIPERS’ SOCIETY RECITAL – W. McCallum, R. MacLeod, G. Walker & G. West – 5 018081 025220. The first three are all champion competition players, while Gary West is a renowned smallpipe player.


CDTRAX256 ANINE GRACE – “TAKE ME OUT DRINKING TONIGHT” – 5 018081 025626. Ex-member of The Iron Horse and one of the women in the ‘Scots Women’ project. Songs.


CDTRAX259 – THE OCCASIONALS – “REEL OF FOUR” – 5 018081 025923. One of the most popular Scottish ceilidh bands.

CDTRAX260 – “THIRD GRAND CONCERT OF PIPING” – VARIOUS. 5 018081 026029. Finlay MacDonald, Fraser Fifield, Anne Marie Summers, Xuan Muniz and Rory Campbell.


CDTRAX263 – COLCANNON – “DOLPHIN BAY” – 5 018081 026326. Award-winning Australian band now regularly touring the U.K. Outstanding vocals. Not for Australia or NZ.


CDTRAX266 – JOCK TAMSON’S BAIRNS – “RARE” – 5 018081 026623. Their instrumental playing remains a benchmark and they have two great song interpreters.

CDTRAX267 – MARK SAUL – “MIXOLYDIAN” – 5 018081 026722. Highly regarded solo and band piper from Australia playing his own compositions in a most contemporary style.

CDTRAX269 – “McCALMAN SINGULAR” – “Songs by Ian, Sung by Friends” – 5 018081 026920. Singers incl. Barbara Dickson, Isla St Clair, Dick Gaughan, Mike Whelans & more.


CDTRAX272 – JIM REID – “YONT THE TAY” – 5 018081 027224. His voice is sensitive, natural, and has a soft Angus accent with a lovely resonance.


CDTRAX275 – STEVE BYRNE – “SONGS FROM HOME” – 5 018081 0284296. Best known as a member of Malinky, this album confirms Steve as one of our top singers.

CDTRAX276 – MALINKY – “THE UNSEEN HOURS” – 5 018081 027620. One of the hottest bands on the Celtic music scene.


CDTRAX282 – COLCANNON – “JOURNEYS” – 5 018081 028221. Award winning band from Australia with powerful instrumental and and amazing vocal depth. Not for Australia or NZ.

CDTRAX283 – THE SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY PIPE BAND – “ON HOME GROUND – VOL. 1” – 5 018081 028320. New ‘live’ album from the previous four-times World Champions.

CDTRAX284 – JAMES ROSS – Same Title – 5 018081 028429. A graduate of the RSAMD, Glasgow and a wizard on the piano – traditional and other tunes.

CDTRAX285 – ALAN BELL – “THE DEFINITIVE COLLECTION” – 5 018081 028528. A prolific songwriter. Alan has re-recorded his most popular and requested songs over forty years.

CDTRAX286 – ERIC BOGLE – “AT THIS STAGE” – “THE LIVE COLLECTION” – 5 018081 028627. Twenty-four songs on 2 CDs, for the price of one. Not for Australia or NZ.

CDTRAX287 – ERIC BOGLE – “OTHER PEOPLE’S CHILDREN” – 5 018081 028726. Another superb collection from this prolific songwriter. Not for Australia or NZ.


CDTRAX290 – DICK GAUGHAN – “LUCKY FOR SOME”. 5 018081 029020. One of the most respected and sought-after folksingers, with a big profile in the U.K. and abroad.


Another volume in this remarkable instructional series of recordings.

CDTRAX293 – THE SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY PIPE BAND – “ON HOME GROUND – VOLUME 2” – 5 018081 029327. One of the top Grade 1 bands in the world – in concert.


CDTRAX296 – THE DYSArt & DUNDONALD PIPE BAND – “TERRA INCOGNITO” – 5 018081 029624. A ‘live’ concert performed by this excellent Grade 1 pipe band from Fife, Scotland. Includes some excellent guest musicians, giving the album broad appeal.
CDTRAX297 – GORDON DUNCAN – “JUST FOR GORDON” – 5 018081 029723. Tracks gleaned from BBC recitals, competitions etc. This is vintage Gordon. Greentrax profits to the Gordon Duncan Memorial Trust.

CDTRAX298 – SANDY MELDRUM – “SCOTTISH PIANO FUSION” – 5 018081 029822. A stunning debut album from this talented pianist and accordion player.


CDTRAX301 – SHOORMAL “TURNING TIDE” – 5 018081 030125. 3rd album from this Shetland band. Voices and instruments in perfect harmony.

CDTRAX302 – KEVIN MacLEOD – “DORNEY ROCK” – 5 018081 030224. Lively 3rd album from this multi-instrumentalist who is a member of The Occasionals.


CDTRAX304 – CEILIDH MINOGUE – Same Title – 5 018081 030422. DELETED.

CDTRAX305 – CHRIS STOUT QUINTET – “Devil’s Advocate” – 5 018081 030521. A powerful combination of technical expertise and sheer musicianship.

CDTRAX306 – ALISON McMORLAND & GEORDIE McIntYRE – “WHITE WINGS” – 5 018081 030620. A traditional style album by two very fine singers.


CDTRAX310 – “No. 1 SCOTTISH” – “Traditional Music From The RSAMD” – 5 018081 031023. Music and song from some of the most talented RSAMD students and their tutors.

CDTRAX311 – MARGARET STEWART – “TOGAIDH MI MO SHEOLTA” – 5 018081 031122. This is a classic Gaelic album.

CDTRAX312 – JOHN MUNRO – “PLYING MY TRADE” – 5 018081 0312212. Best known as Eric Bogle’s accompanist, John is a fine singer/songwriter in his own right.


CDTRAX319 – THE CAST – “GREENGOLD” – 5 018081 031924. Sean Connery named this group in his list of favourite tracks for The Independent Newspaper. This is their 3rd album.


CDTRAX329 – ARCHIE FISHER – “WINDWARD AWAY” – 5 018081 032921 – Archie’s first studio album since 1988 and it is a cracker of 19 tracks. U.K., Eire and Europe ONLY.
CDTRAX330 – MALINKY – “FLOWER AND IRON” – 5 018081 033027. One of Scotland’s finest song and instrumental bands at this time. A very highly recommended album.
CDTRAX335 – HECTOR AMCANDREW – “LEGEND OF THE SCOTS FIDDLE” – 5 018081 033522. The late, great Hector MacAndrew was born in 1903 and died in 1980. Archive material.
CDTRAX337 – ERIC BOGLE –“THE DREAMER” – 5 018081 033720. Final album from this amazing songwriter. Not Fir Australia and NZ.
CDTRAX338 – “PEOPLE AND SONGS OF THE SEA” – VARIOUS ARTISTS – 5 018081 033829. Songs and music reflecting the rich cultural heritage of Scotland’s fishing with 21 tracks of Celticmusic’s finest artists and Fisher Folk from the Forth”.
CDTRAX340 – PAUL ANDERSON – “HOME AND BEAUTY” – 5 018081 034024. Something of a fiddle legend, this is a collection by Paul of favourite tracks.
CDTRAX342 – THE POOZIES – “YELLOW LIKE SUNSHINE” – 5 018081 034222. DELETED.
CDTRAX343 DAIMH – “DIVERSIONS” – 5 018081 034321 – 2nd album on Greentrax from the Gaelic ‘super-group’.
CDTRAX344 – MICK WEST – “SARK O’ SNAW” – 5 018081 034420. One of Scotland’s finest traditional style singers.
CDTRAX345 – LORNE MacDOUGALL – “HELLO WORLD” – 5 0180810 34529. One of the up and coming piping talents of Scotland.
CDTRAX346 - RUAIRIDH MACMILLAN – 5 018081 034628 – BBC Radio Scotland Young Musician of the Year Award 2009.
CDTRAX348 – GABE MCVARISH – “ECLECTION” – 5 018081 034826 – Fiddler with Daimh.
CDTRAX350 – THE McCALMANS – “THE GREENTRAX YEARS” - 5 018081 035021. This is a double CD selling for the price of one. Released to mark their final year of touring at the end of 2010. All their favourites.
CDTRAX352 – JEANA LESLIE & SIOBHAN MILLER – “SHADOWS TALL” – 5 018081 035229. Hugely talented young singers and musicians, both RSAMD graduates.
CDTRAX353 - BARBARA DICKSON – “WORDS UNSPOKEN” – 5 018081 035328. The multi-million selling artist joins Greentrax with a beautiful album.
CDTRAX357 – ‘THE FUTURE OF OUR PAST’ – Scottish Music Of The RSAMD – 5018081 035724. Recordings by the students of the Traditional Music Course. 
CDTRAX358 – “STEELE THE SHOW” – 5 108081 035823 - Various artists singing the songs of Davy Steele in a tribute album.
CDTRAX359 - THE PAUL McKENNA BAND – “ELEMENTS” – 5 01808103622. Award winning young band with a great future.
CDTRAX361 ROBIN LAING – ‘WHISKY FOR BREAKFAST’ – 5 018081 036127. Fourth album on the subject of whisky from Scotland's 'whisky bard'.
CDTRAX366 - DAVID FRANCEY – ‘LATE EDITION’ – 5 018081036622.
CDTRAX368 FIONA J MACKENZIE – ‘ARCHIPELAGO’ - 5 018081036820. Third album from this fine Gaelic singer, with some songs in Scots this time.
CDTRAX373 – THE PAUL McKENNA BAND –’ELEMENTS’ – 5 01808137322 – The 3rd album from this highly rated band.
CDTRAX377 – DAVID FRANCEY – ‘SO SAY WE ALL’ – 5 018081037728. Considered by many top be his best album to date,
WAR SERIES:-

CDTRAX356 ‘The Battle of Prestonpans 1745’ – Various Artists - 5018081035625
A companion to the Prestonpans Tapestry and commemorating the famous battle of Prestonpans when Johny Cope suffered a crushing defeat by Bonnie Prince Charlie’s army.

CDTRAX357 ‘SONGS, POEMS & MUSIC OF WORLD WAR 1’ – 5 0180810588225


CDTRAX359 – ROSS MUNRO – ‘TWISTED TRADITION’ – 5018081038426 – Piping with a difference!


CDTRAX361 – A TRIBUTE IN MUSIC AND SONG TO JOHN BELLANY – Various Artists – 5 018081038626 - A tribute to the international artist from Port Seton.

CDTRAX362 – ‘SCOTIA NOVA – SONGS FOR THE EARLY DAYS OF A BETTER NATION’ – Various Artists. 5018081038725 - Songwriters were invited to write a song on this subject. 18 outstanding new songs. Hugely successful concert at Celtic Connections 2016.


CDTRAX372 – DUNCAN McCrone - ‘LAND OF GOLD’ – 5018081039821 – Glasgow based singer/songwriter and Ex-Clydsters member. Three previous solo albums to his credit.

CDTRAX373 – A. C. (Alex) WEIR – ‘THIS HAS BEEN ME SINCE YESTERDAY’ – 5018081039920. Glaswegian Alex Weir releases debut album of his own songs at 77 years.

CDTRAX374 – ‘SCOTALND’S VOICES’ – VARIOUS ARTISTES- 5 018081040025 – Companion to the painting of the same title by Alexander Moffat MBE. Including: Jeannie Robertson MBE; Belle Stewart MBE; Jean Redpath MBE; Dolina MacLennan, Florao MacNeil; Aly Bain MBE; Willie Scott; Jimmy MacBeath; Davie Stewart; Hamish Henderson; Allan McDonald and Hugh MacDiarmid. A quite remarkable collection.
TIME FOR THE CONCERT TOUR OF SCOTLAND OF THE STAGE PRESENTATION WHICH AROSE OUT OF THIS ALBUM.

CDTRAX3639 – ‘NO PASARAN!’ – ‘SCOTS IN THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR’ – 5 018081 363926
A salute to the brave Scots volunteers who fought in Spain against the fascists.

CDTRAX1513 – “THE FLOOERS O’ THE FOREST” – 5 018081151325. 2013 Marked the 500th Anniversary of this bloody battle, A tribute album in music, song and poems/prose.


ANNIVERSARY SERIES:-

CDTRAXS8616 – ‘GREENTRAX 30th ANNIVERSARY’ - ‘THE SPECIAL PROJECTS’ – 5 018081061620. Specially selected tracks from most of our ‘special projects’. £8.99 (Retail) for two CD collection.


CDTRAX8611 – ‘Music and Song From Scotland’ – 25th Anniversary double CD compilation. 25 Tracks and 2 Bonus tracks from the Greentrax back catalogue. 5 018081 861125

Plus See Also


“THE ‘4000’ SERIES”:-

CDTRAX4001B – ERIC BOGLE 5 CD BOX SET – “SINGING THE SPIRIT HOME” – 5 018081 400126. Sixty tracks selected by Eric from his albums “Now I’m Easy” through to & including “Small Miracles”.

"THE '5000' SERIES": -

CDTRAX5001 – Makvirag – “Bekesseg”. Hungarian group.


CDTRAX5003 - "FOLK SONGS OF NORTH-EAST SCOTLAND" - Various Artistes - 5 018081 500321 - Songs from the Greig-Duncan Collection (As performed at the 1995.

CDTRAX5004 - "THE NINETIES COLLECTION" - Various Artistes - 5 018081 500420 - "New Scottish Tunes in Traditional Style" - Aly Bain, Freeland Barbour, Phil Cunningham, Gordon Duncan, Ian Hardie, Mary Ann Kennedy, Allan MacDonald, Hamish Moore, Jim Sutherland, Simon Thoumire and more.

CDTRAX 5005 - “STUC CENTENARY ALBUM” - DELETED

CDTRAX5006 - THE GILLIES - "The 90's Collection - Volume 2" - DELETED

CDTRAX5007 - “SCOTTISH HARPS” - Various Artistes. 5 018081 500727.

Released in association with Edinburgh International Festival, this is an impressive gathering of harpers, accompanists and singers all booked for the “Scottish Harps” series of concerts in the 1998 Festival.
CDTRAX5008 - "ORAIN NAN GAIDHEAL" - "THE SONG OF THE GAEL" - 18 tracks selected from recordings of the 1997 Edinburgh International Festival Gaelic concerts - which placed Gaelic culture on the world stage. 5 018081 500822.

CDTRAX5009 - "CEOL NA PIOBA - CEOL MOR" - "A Concert of Piobaireachd From the 1999 Edinburgh International Festival" - Roderick MacLeod, Robert Wallace, Barnaby Brown, Allan MacDonald, William MacDonald & William McCallum - 5 018081 500925.

A unique concert now available on CD.

"SCOTTISH TRADITION SERIES" - From The Archives of the School of Scottish Studies. Acknowledged as one of the best collections of traditional music & song ever:-

CDTRAX9001 - "BOTHY BALLADS". - 5 018081 900121 - Song from the North-East of Scotland.

CDTRAX9002 - "MUSIC OF THE WESTERN ISLES". - 5 018081 900220 - Gaelic song.

CDTRAX9003 - "WAULKING SONGS FROM BARRA". - 5 018081 900329 - Songs for 'waulking' the cloth - a process in the making of Tweed.

CDTRAX9004 - "SHETLAND FIDDLE MUSIC". - 5 018081 900428 - Shetland style fiddle playing.

CDTRAX9005 - "THE MUCKLE SANGS". - 5 018081 900527 - Scotland's classic big ballads.

CDTRAX9006 - "GAELIC PSALMS FROM LEWIS". - 5 018081 900626 - Unique choral song.


CDTRAX9008 - JAMES CAMPBELL - "James Campbell of Kintail". - 5 018081 900824 - Gaelic song. CD Re-release.

CDTRAX9009 - "THE FIDDLER AND HIS ART". - 5 018081 900923 - Scottish fiddle styles.


CDTRAX9012 - P.M. R. B. NICOL - "Pibroch". - 5 018081 901241 (MC Only)

CDTRAX9013D - CALUM AND ANNIE JOHNSTON – From Barra – 5 018081 901326. (Double CD Re-Release)

CDTRAX9014 - Gaelic Stories Told by PETER MORRISON - 5 018081 901425. Highly regarded Gaelic storyteller.

CDTRAX9015 – GEORGE MOSS - "Pibroch". - 5 018081 901524.

CDTRAX9014 – PETER MORRISON – ‘GAELIC STORIES TOLD BY PETER MORRISON’.

CDTRAX9016D - WILLIAM MATHESON - "Gaelic Bards and Minstrels" - 5 018081 901623 - A double album & extensive booklet by one of Gaeldom’s most active & enthusiastic collectors. An amazing collection of Gaelic song.

CDTRAX9017D - "SCOTTISH TRADITIONAL TALES" - VARIOUS - 5 018081 901722. A double CD of tales selected from the archives of the School of Scottish Studies.

CDTRAX9018 - "CLO DUBH, CLO DONN" - VARIOUS GAELIC SINGERS. 5 018081 901845. New release - from the archives of the School of Scottish Studies.

CDTRAX9019 - "SEONAG NICCOINNICH" (JOAN MACKENZIE) - 5 018081 901920. Another wonderful Gaelic voice from the School’s archives.

CDTRAX9020 – “THE CARRYING STREAM” – VARIOUS ARTISTS – 5 018081 902026. Compilation from the Series to date plus additional tracks.

CDTRAX9021 – “ORKNEY – LAND, SEA AND COMMUNITY” – 5 018081 902125. The latest album from this remarkable series of archive recordings.


CDTRAX9023 – "WOEED AND MARRIED AN AA" – “Song, Tunes and Customs” – The Scottish Tradition Series Vol. 23. 5 018081 902323.


CDTRAX9026D – ‘CRUINNEACHDH CHALUIM’ – ‘Field Recordings of Gaelic Music and Songs From The Highlands and Islands’ – Collected by Calum MacLean – A remarkable collection. 5 018081902620.

CDTRAX9027 – ‘SGUABAN A TIR AN EORNA’ – ‘TRADITIONS OF TIREE’ 5018081902729.

“CLASSICS FROM SCOTLAND” SERIES - Licensed from Topic Records:

CDTRAX 9050 - CILLA FISHER & ARTIE TREZISE - “Cilla & Artie” - 5018081905027. DELETED
CDTRAX9051 - VARIOUS ARTISTES - “The Caledonian Companion” - 5 018081 905126. 21 tracks of fiddle, mouth-organ, whistle and diddling from North-East Scotland.
CDTRAX9052 - DAVIE STEWART - Same Title - 5 018081 905225. The late Davie Stewart was one of Scotland’s travellers and a real character who sang and played melodeon.
CDTRAX9053 - JOHN MacDONALD - “The Singing Molecatcher of Morayshire”. 5 018081 905324. The late John MacDonald gave up a career as a molecatcher to become a champion singer, whistler, diddler and melodeon player. Another great character. (U.K. & Europe Only).
CDTRAX9054 - WILLIE SCOTT - “The Shepherd’s Song - Border Ballads” 5 018081 905423. Songs of the life of the Scottish Borders and the life of a shepherd.
CDTRAX9055 - BELLE STEWART - “Queen Among The Heather - Scots Traditional Songs & Ballads”. 5 018081 905522. DELETED

G2 RECORDS (The Alternative Label of Greentrax Recordings Limited):

G2CD7002 – TAM WHITE’S SHOESTRING BAND – “The Real Deal” - DELETED
G2CD7003 - “KELTIK ELEKTRIK” - “EDINBURGH HOGMANAY PARTY MIX” - 5 018081 700325. Big beats, dancey grooves, bagpipes, fiddles, accordions - it’s all there for a Scottish party atmosphere. A wild and wicked soundtrack for any party. DELETED
G2CD7004 - “SONGHUNTER” - “Spirit of The Land” - 5 018081 700424. The final 15 songs from the Highlands’ ‘Songhunter’ project of 1998, which attracted 430 entries!!!
G2CD7006 - KELTIK ELEKTRIK "2" - “JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT IT WAS SAFE TO SIT DOWN...!” - 5 018081 700622. Early reviews for this album have been of the 'rave' category.
G2CD7007 – “BAH HUMBUG” – “THE ALTERNATIVE CHRISTMAS ALBUM” – 5 018081 700721. A humorous alternative to the annual deluge of re-packaged Christmas song albums. DELETED
G2CD7008 – KELTIK ELEKTRIK – “HOTEL KALEDONIA” – 5 018081 700820. Keltik Elektrik serve up another generous helping of outrageous Scottish party music, featuring Gorodn Duncan (pipes), Finlay Mac Donald (pipes), Chris Stout (fiddle) and Jack Evans (guitars, whistles, synthisers etc.).
G2CD7009 – LA SONERA CALAVERAS – “NUMERO UNO!” – 5 018081 700929. Previous “Danny Award Winners” at Celtic Connections, the Band take a twist from the Cuban Son format but with a style that expresses more vibrancy of the Latin scene today – from Son to Merengue to Tango – with bongos, congas, tres, guitar, coro, bass, trumpet, percussion and vocals.


CELTIC COLLECTIONS SERIES:-

Thirteen mid-price range albums from the Greentrax back-catalogue plus one new album (8008). The very best of Scottish music in all its forms. Superb value for money. (Suggested retail price of £6.99).

CDGMP8001 – “SONGS FROM SCOTLAND” – “VOLUME 1” – 5 018081 800124 – Popular Scottish songs;
CDGMP8002 – “SONGS OF ROBERT BURNS” – “VOLUME 2” – 5 018081 800223;
CDGMP8003 – “CEILIDH BAND MUSIC OF SCOTLAND” – “VOLUME 3” – 5 018081 800322;
CDGMP8004 – “BAGPIPES OF SCOTLAND” – “VOLUME 4” – 5 018081 800421 – Pipe Bands and solo piping;
CDGMP8005 – “FIDDLES OF SCOTLAND” – “VOLUME 5” – 5 018081 800520;
CDGMP8006 – “VIBRANT NEW CELTIC SOUNDS FROM SCOTLAND” – “VOLUME 6” – 5 018081 800629. Fusion sounds;
CDGMP8013 – “THE MUSIC AND SONG OF EDINBURGH” – “BY SCOTLAND’S FINEST ARTISTS” – 5 018081 801329. Previously CDTRAX 090 (now deleted), tracks substituted and running order changed, improving the album greatly.
CDGMP8015 – “CELTIC AIRS AND REFLECTIVE MELODIES” – 5 018081801527. By request an album of slow airs and melodies from the Greentrax back-catalogue.
CDGMP8016 – “FAVOURITE SCOTTISH SONGS” – ‘For a’ The Bairns and Awbuddie Else’ – 5018081801626 – Does what it says on the label!

CULBURNIE LABEL (LICENSED TO GREENTRAX FROM 1ST FEBRUARY, 2001, FOR THE WORLD, EXCEPT NORTH AMERICA:-)

CUL009 – ALASDAIR FRASER – “PORTRAIT OF A SCOTTISH FIDDLER” – 7 559970 00921 4. Debut album of this superb Scottish fiddler.;
CUL101 – ALASDAIR FRASER & PAUL MACHILS – “SKYEDANCE” – 7 55997 01012 8. The album which later resulted in the group Skyedance being formed;
CUL103 – BARBARA MacDONALD MAGONE – “THE FIDDLER’S FRIEND” – DELETED.
CUL104 – THE CAST – “THE WINNOWING” – 7 55997 01042 5. Mairi Campbell & Dave Francis;
CUL105 – LAURA RISK & ATHENA TERGIS – “JOURNEY BEGUN” – DELETED
CUL107 – PAUL MACHLIS – “THE BRIGHT FIELD” – 7 55997 01072 2. Solo album of the excellent pianist and keyboards player. DELETED.
CUL110 – ALASDAIR FRASER – “DAWN DANCE” – 7 55997 01112 5. The first Skyeance album;
CUL111 – CHANTAN – “THE BRIGHT FIELD” – DELETED.
CUL112 – ANDY SHANKS & JIM RUSSELL – “DIAMONDS IN THE NIGHT” – 7 55997 01122 4
CUL113 – ALASDAIR FRASER & TONY McMANUS – “RETURN TO KINTAIL” – 7 55997 01132 3. Two remarkable musicians team up;
CUL114 – BACHUE – “A CERTAIN SMILE” – DELETED.
CUL115 – CHRISTINE KYDD – “DARK PEARLS” – DELETED
CUL116 – SKYEDANCE – “Labyrinth” – 7 55997 01162 0. The second album;
CUL122 – ALASDAIR FRASER AND NATALIE HAAS – “IN THE MOMENT” – 7 55997 012221 A STUNNING FOLLOW-UP TO THE AWARD-WINNING “Fire & Grace”.

DVD:
DVTRAX 2020 – “PIPING LIVE! MASTERS” - 5 018081 202027 Invitation solo piping competition 2005. PAL and NTSC Systems on One DVD. DELETED
DVTRAX 2022 – ERIC BOGLE – “LIVE AT STONYFELL WINERY” – 5 018081 202294. 21 of Eric’s most requested songs plus some more recent items. Brilliant DVD.

DVD/CD COMBINATION
DVTRAX 2021 – THE OCCASIONALS – “THE FULL SET” – DVD VIDEO AND AUDIO CD IN ONE BOX – 5 018081 202195. This is an incredible 2 disc collection with 12 of the most popular Scottish ceilidh dances, plus extra footage and bonus tracks. This is a quality package. Suggested retail price of £15.99.
DVTRAX2023 – BRUCE AND WALKER – ‘ROTENROW BORN’ – A DVD/CD Combination by this talented duo of singer/songwriters.

Price lists for retailers, distributors and dealers available on request. Payment by Visa/Access/Master Card; Sterling cheque; and PayPal.

Greentrax, G2, Culburnie labels all £12.00 retail except where stated (i.e. Double CDs and Specials); Celtic Collections Series - £6.99.

‘Ian D. Green’ – Managing Director.